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AC Chat Transcript: 

  Julie Bisland:Welcome to the IGO INGO PDP Working Group on Red Cross names call on Thursday, 15 
February 2018 at 1400 UTC  
  Julie Bisland:Agenda wiki page: https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-
3A__community.icann.org_x_Xgi8B&d=DwIFaQ&c=FmY1u3PJp6wrcrwll3mSVzgfkbPSS6sJms7xcl4I5cM&
r=QiF-05YzARosRvTYd84AB_UYInlydmFcjNmBM5XgySw&m=RiuzV4d8-
fHWqRHtpKFb2wCMMK7mxZecbEtWIg3bGo4&s=mQCr9b7_KCvTzeLo9yOKOcB1Wye8rpbdGdnhl4irszQ
&e=   
  Julie Bisland:**If Adobe Connect is not functioning properly, please check your plug ins:  
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-
3A__tinyurl.com_icannactest&d=DwIFaQ&c=FmY1u3PJp6wrcrwll3mSVzgfkbPSS6sJms7xcl4I5cM&r=QiF-
05YzARosRvTYd84AB_UYInlydmFcjNmBM5XgySw&m=RiuzV4d8-
fHWqRHtpKFb2wCMMK7mxZecbEtWIg3bGo4&s=DmS-
8tMY5nomis6PjqVao4T9UskoX0alBlU1ZxpJ1mc&e= 
  Osvaldo Novoa:Hello all 
  Heather Forrest:Thanks, Julie - do we have our chair Thomas? 
  Thomas Rickert:Hi all! 
  Jeff Neuman:FYI, I will need to drop after the first 60 mins 
  Julie Bisland:thank you, Jeff 
  Julie Bisland:Welcome Poncelet Ileleji 
  Poncelet Ileleji:Thanks Julie, Hello All 
  Jeff Neuman:We also need to limit the names to 63 characters or less 
  Jeff Neuman:And we need to be consist on how we handle spaces 
  Jeff Neuman:Is a space referenced in the DNS as "-" or "_" or just joining the letters together without 
any characters 
  Jeff Neuman:Does the algorithm also convery the IDNs into punycode according to the generally 
accepted language tables? 
  Julie Bisland:@Stephane, it doesnt seem you have audio  
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  Julie Bisland:would you like a dial out? 
  Stéphane Hankins:a small prb... 
  Julie Bisland:we can hear you, yes 
  Jeff Neuman:yes 
  Julie Bisland:Stephane is callin in as well, I will mute his AC 
  Jeff Neuman:at the end of the day, we just need the final list.  Once that final list is developed then we 
can go to the council with our recommendation.  But we should not do this piecemeal 
  Jeff Neuman:The burden of the list should be on those seeking the protections and not be put on the 
registries (in my opinion) 
  Berry Cobb:@Jeff, that is the plan.  This WG adopts the final definitive list; after approvals by Council 
and Board, GDD will convert this list to the standard XML file found on Spec 5 and then the Registries 
will implement it based on current protocol as defined today. 
  Berry Cobb:The PDF is now un-synced for you to scroll through. 
  Jeff Neuman:ok.  My concern was that the ask was going to be to protect these, then wait for the next 
submission of the next 12, then the next 12, etc.  This should all be implemented at once 
  Berry Cobb:@Jeff - negative.  All done at one with all 192 NS Identifiers. 
  Berry Cobb:once 
  Jeff Neuman:So, the only ask now is whether we are ok with this methodology for developing the 
chart?  If that is the question, then from my standpoint I am fine, but i also defer to the others as well 
  Jeff Neuman:We also need to decide what to do in the rare case that the names are already registered 
  Jeff Neuman:And what to do if these societies actually want the names 
  Jeff Neuman:Other than that, I am not sure we need to spend the rest of the 90 minutes talking about 
the chart 
  Berry Cobb:@Jeff - the procedures for if a name is already registered and if a Society wants a name 
have already been defined with the latest IGO-INGO Policy just released from the IRT. 
  Jeff Neuman:right 
  Jeff Neuman:So, is there anything else you need from us 
  Berry Cobb:For example, "(Red Cresent)" in this list would be considered out of scope, even though the 
Azerbaijan society is also recognized. 
  Berry Cobb:The GNSO Recommendation for reserving Red Cross, Red Cresent has already been 
implemented by the IRT and the Consnesus Policy has been posted with a Policy Effective Date in August 
2018. 
  Julie Bisland:Welcome Greg Shatan (on audio only) 
  Jeff Neuman:Under the scope of our work, do we have the right to rcommend the protection of the 
"commonly known" names?  If we do, then so long as this is clearly defined and the list is specifically 
deliniated, I am ok.  Provided that the commonly known name is not an acronymn 
  Heather Forrest:Thanks, Thomas, for focusing on the scope of the mandate like this 
  Berry Cobb:https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-
3A__www.redcross.se_&d=DwIFaQ&c=FmY1u3PJp6wrcrwll3mSVzgfkbPSS6sJms7xcl4I5cM&r=QiF-
05YzARosRvTYd84AB_UYInlydmFcjNmBM5XgySw&m=RiuzV4d8-
fHWqRHtpKFb2wCMMK7mxZecbEtWIg3bGo4&s=-Y-
T_6Wv4O5LuskVjFIsY5wm62YhHPwi_QU3_2jhj3k&e= 
  Jeff Neuman:I wouldnt rely on logos since we do not protect design marks (yet) for anyone.  But if in 
the press they are just known as the Swedish Red Cross that is fine.  Lets look for text evidence not logos 
  Jeff Neuman:Greg is making my point as well 
  Jeff Neuman:Its like Greg was reading my comments :) 
  Heather Forrest:+1 Greg, and very well explained 



  Jeff Neuman:I need to drop, but my final thoughts (1) lets produce the final list, (2) lets check the scope 
to make sure it can be expanded to the commonly known names, (3) and there should be textual 
evidence of commonly known names, not logos 
  Jeff Neuman:Thanks all 
  Chuck Gomes:Let's not forget to address Jeff's earlier point about what to do with any already 
registered names.  I don't think that is a hard problem because processes have been used to deal with 
such situations in the past. 
  Berry Cobb:@Chuck - This has been accounted for with the most recent release of IGO-INGO 
Protections Consnesus Policy.  In short, if a name is already registered, it can only become reserved at a 
future time only after it traverses the domain name lifecycle.  Meaning that once it approaches Pending 
Delete would the Registry be required to block it from registration in EPP. 
  Chuck Gomes:Exactly Berry 
  Heather Forrest:Option 2 with Berry's monthly update sounds sensible to me 
  Heather Forrest:with the proviso that we're working to a reasonable pace to be able to wind up this 
work before end 2018 
  Chuck Gomes:Option 2 (b) sounds good to me. 
  Poncelet Ileleji:concurred  
  Chuck Gomes: A month and a half seems fine. 
  Heather Forrest:Stephane's proposed timeline is helpful. In its recent meeting in Los Angeles the GNSO 
Council undertook strategic planning for the year and raised the question as to whether this reconvened 
PDP could be wound up by mid-year 
  Heather Forrest:THanks, Berry- exactly 
  Chuck Gomes:Thanks all 
  Berry Cobb:All good 
  Heather Forrest:Thank you Thomas and Berry! 
  Heather Forrest:+1 Berry, not prudent to shorten the public comment period  
  Heather Forrest:thanks everyone 
  Berry Cobb:Thanks all. 
 


